Effect of liposomal fluidity on skin permeation of sodium fluorescein entrapped in liposomes
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Abstract: The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of ultradeformable liposome components, Tween 20 and terpenes, on vesicle fluidity. The fluidity was evaluated by electron spin resonance spectroscopy using 5-doxyl stearic acid and 16-doxyl stearic acid as spin labels for phospholipid bilayer fluidity at the C5 atom of the acyl chain near the polar head group (hydrophilic region) and the C16 atom of the acyl chain (lipophilic region), respectively. The electron spin resonance study revealed that Tween 20 increased the fluidity at the C5 atom of the acyl chain, whereas terpenes increased the fluidity at the C16 atom of the acyl chain of the phospholipid bilayer. The increase in liposomal fluidity resulted in the increased skin penetration of sodium fluorescein. Confocal laser scanning microscopy showed that ultradeformable liposomes with terpenes increase the skin penetration of sodium fluorescein by enhancing hair follicle penetration.
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Introduction

Transdermal drug delivery systems utilize skin as a transportation route and offer many advantages, including avoidance of first-pass hepatic metabolism, sustained and controlled drug release, and improved patient compliance. However, the stratum corneum, the outermost skin layer, exhibits a rate-limiting step in regulating drug absorption into the skin. Various strategies have been used to increase drug absorption across the skin, such as microneedles, iontophoresis, sonophoresis, electroporation, microemulsion, niosomes, and liposomes. ¹³–¹⁵ Ultradeformable liposomes (ULs), also called transfersomes, are a type of elastic vesicle, introduced by Cevc and Blume.¹¹ ULs generally consist of phospholipids and surfactant as a membrane softening agent. Due to their flexibility, ULs fit through narrow pores approximately one-tenth of their diameter. ULs also penetrate as intact vesicles through the skin into the blood circulation without permanent disintegration.¹² ULs effectively increase the skin penetration of drugs both in vitro and in vivo.¹³–¹⁵

Terpenes, a class of penetration enhancers obtained from natural sources, have successfully been used as skin penetration enhancers for percutaneous absorption enhancement in various types of liposomes, specifically invasomes,¹⁶,¹⁷ and ULs.¹⁸,¹⁹

Electron spin resonance (ESR), also known as electron paramagnetic resonance, is a spectroscopy technique used to study molecular mobility by characterizing the unpaired electron of free radicals, also called spin probes, in an extreme applied magnetic field. This technique has been used to study membrane fluidity,²⁰,²¹ the skin penetration enhancement mechanism of penetration enhancers and nanocarriers,²²,²³ and antioxidant properties.²⁴
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According to our previous study, ULs consisting of terpenes as a skin penetration enhancer and Tween 20 as a terpene solubilizer significantly enhanced the skin penetration of sodium fluorescein (NaFl). Since ULs with terpenes penetrated via transfollicular pathway as major skin penetration pathway, we suggested that ULs with terpenes increased NaFl penetration by penetrating through hair follicles to bypass stratum corneum. To develop more effective ULs with terpene formulations and to identify the penetration enhancement mechanism, it is necessary to investigate the correlation between percutaneous penetration enhancement and liposomal fluidity, including the molecular structure of ULs with terpenes, which do not yet exist.

Therefore, we selected ESR to investigate the vesicle fluidity and molecular arrangement of the membrane softening components, terpenes and Tween 20, in UL structures using 5- and 16-doxyl stearic acid (5-DSA and 16-DSA) as spin labels. These spin probes have been widely used to study the membrane fluidity of liposomes and niosomes. 5-DSA has a nitroxide radical moiety at the fifth carbon atom of the acyl chain, whereas 16-DSA has a nitroxide radical moiety at the 16th carbon atom of the acyl chain (Figure 1). These selected spin labels, 5-DSA and 16-DSA, oriented their molecules parallel to the phospholipid molecules in a bilayer structure, providing mobility parameters for fluidity detection affected by the incorporated components at the C5 and C16 atoms of the phospholipid acyl chains.

Because the follicular pathway is the major skin penetration pathway of ULs with terpenes, the mechanism of skin penetration enhancement by targeting the follicular penetration was elucidated. Liposomal vesicles were probed with rhodamine B 1,2-dihexadecanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine triethylammonium salt (Rh-PE), which exhibits red fluorescence, whereas entrapped compound (NaFl) exhibits green fluorescence. Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) using a co-localization technique was used to probe the skin penetration of fluorescent-labeled vesicles (UL-labeled Rh-PE) by comparing the fluorescence intensity and skin penetration depths between near follicular and nonfollicular regions. The objective of this study was to determine the correlation between liposomal fluidity and the increased in vitro skin penetration of NaFl and to elucidate the effect of vesicle fluidity on the follicular penetration enhancement of liposomes.

Materials and methods

Materials

Non-hydrogenated egg phosphatidylcholine (PC) (Coatsome NC-50; PC purity ≥ 95%) was purchased from NOF Corporation (Tokyo, Japan). Cholesterol (Chol) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA. Tween 20 was purchased from Ajax Finechem (Auckland, New Zealand). Sodium fluorescein (NaFl), d-limonene, 1,8-cineole, and geraniol were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 5-DSA and 16-DSA were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Lissamine™ rhodamine B 1,
2-di-hexadecanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine triethy lamonium salt (Rh-PE) was purchased from Invitrogen, CA, USA. All other reagents were of analytical grade and were commercially available.

Preparation of UL containing monoterpenes

The formulations of the liposomes containing PC, Chol, Tween 20, NaFl, and terpenes are shown in Table 1. The liposomes were prepared using the sonication method. A mixture of PC and Chol was dissolved in chloroform and methanol (2:1 v/v). NaFl solution was prepared by dissolving NaFl to phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) at pH 7.4 as a stock solution. The mixture of PC and Chol was then evaporated using a stream of nitrogen until a thin and homogeneous lipid film was formed. The thin film was placed in a desiccator connected to a vacuum pump for at least 6 hours. Then, the dried thin film was hydrated with PBS and NaFl solution. Tween 20 and each terpene were then added to the liposomal dispersion before sonication using a probe sonicator (Vibracell™, VCX 130 PB; Sonics & Materials, Inc, Newtowns, CT, USA) for 30 minutes to reduce the size of the liposomes.

Conventional liposomes (CLs) and ULs were prepared using the same process as UL containing monoterpenes.

Liposomal characterization

Each liposomal formulation was diluted with distilled water prior to the measurement of size, zeta potential, and size distribution using a dynamic light scattering particle size analyzer (Zetasizer Nano-ZS; Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK) with a 4 mW He-Ne laser at a scattering angle of 173°. All measurements were performed under ambient conditions and in triplicate.

Assessment of liposomal fluidity using ESR

All liposomal formulations were probed with stearic acid spin labels (5- or 16-DSA) using a spin label (5-DSA/16-DSA)-to-lipid ratio of 1:100 M. Each spin label was dissolved in a mixture of chloroform and methanol (2:1 v/v) before being added to a test tube of PC and Chol, followed by thin film formation as described in section Preparation of UL containing monoterpenes. All other ingredients were added except NaFl.

Liposomes probed with each spin label (5- or 16-DSA) were added to a glass capillary tube and sealed with Parafilm® before the ESR experiments. An ESR spectrum was recorded on a model JES-RE2X (JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) equipped with a cylindrical cavity resonator and operated in (TE102) mode. The ESR spectrometer was equipped with a microwave unit X band with a frequency of 8.8–9.6 GHz. The operating conditions of the equipment were microwave power of 1 mW, modulation frequency of 100 kHz, modulation amplitude of 2.5×100 mT, magnetic field scan of 1×10 mT, sweep time of 30 seconds, detector time constant of 30 ms, and temperature of 24°C.

For 5-DSA (Figure 2A), the liposomal fluidity was estimated from the outermost separation between the spectral extrema, the maximum hyperfine splitting (2T′). The value of 2T′ reflects the motional profiles near the phospholipid polar head group of the lipid bilayer. To determine the motional profiles at the phospholipid acyl chain near the lipophilic region of the phospholipid bilayer, the rotational correlation time (τ) obtained from the 16-DSA spectrum (Figure 2B) was used as the liposomal fluidity parameter. The τ was calculated from the equation as follows:

\[
\tau = (6.5 \times 10^{-10}) W_h \left( \frac{h_0}{h_1} \right)^{0.5} - 1
\]

where \( W_h \) is the width of the midfield line of the spectrum in Gauss (G), \( h_0 \) is the height of the midfield line of the spectrum and \( h_1 \) is the height of the highfield line (Figure 2B). The 2T′ and \( \tau \) increased with a decrease in fluidity.

In vitro skin penetration study

Abdominal neonatal porcine skin (death from natural causes after birth) was obtained from a local slaughter house in Nakhon Pathom province and was used as barrier membrane for this

Table 1 Composition of NaFl-loaded liposomal formulations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formulation (code)</th>
<th>PC (%w/v)</th>
<th>NaFl (%w/v)</th>
<th>Chol (%w/v)</th>
<th>Tween 20 (%w/v)</th>
<th>Terpenes (%w/v)</th>
<th>PBS (%w/v) (mL)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CL</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>ad 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UL</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>ad 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ULL</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>ad 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ULC</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>ad 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ULG</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>ad 100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: Ad, add to; Chol, cholesterol; CL, conventional liposomes; NaFl, sodium fluorescein; PBS, phosphate-buffered saline; PC, phosphatidylcholine; UL, ultradeformable liposomes; ULC, UL with cineole; ULG, UL with geraniol; ULL, UL with d-limonene.
The subcutaneous fat was removed using medical scissors and surgical blades. The thickness of each skin membrane was approximately 0.6–0.7 mm. The skin membranes were frozen at −20°C until use. The membranes were thawed at room temperature using PBS prior to the experiments.

The experiment with NaFl penetration through porcine skin was performed using Franz diffusion cells with a penetration area of 2.31 cm². Approximately 6.5 mL PBS was added to the receiver portion and stirred with magnetic bar at 500 rpm. The membrane was mounted between the donor and receiver portion with the stratum corneum facing the donor portion and the dermis facing the receiver medium. The diffusion cells were connected to a water circulating bath to maintain the temperature at 32°C. Two milliliters of NaFl entrapped in the liposome formulation was added into the donor portion. At 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 24 hours, 0.5 mL of receiver medium was withdrawn for analysis, and an equal volume of PBS was added to the receiver portion to maintain a constant volume. Each sample was analyzed in triplicate.

The NaFl concentration was analyzed using a fluorescence spectroscopy method. One hundred microliters of the sample was pipetted into a black 96-well plate, and the fluorescence was detected in three replicates using a fluorescence spectrophotometer (Fusion™ Universal Microplate Analyzer; PACKARD Instrument Company, Inc, Downers Grove, IL, USA). The excitation wavelength was 485 nm and the emission wavelength was 535 nm. The calibration curve for NaFl was in the range of 0.5–35 ng/mL.

### CLSM study

CLSM was used to evaluate the skin penetration differences between the follicular and nonfollicular regions of three liposomal formulations, CL, UL, and UL with 1% cineole, using a co-localization technique. The differences in the color of the fluorescent compounds were used to observe the vesicle penetration of the treated skin as follows: rhodamine (red)-probed liposomes, NaFl (green)-entrapped drug, and blue from skin autofluorescence.

The fluorescent probe (Rh-PE) was dissolved in a mixture of chloroform and methanol (2:1 v/v) before addition to a test tube of PC and Chol mixture at a ratio of PC:Rh-PE of 100:1 M. The mixture of fluorescent probe and lipid (PC and Chol) was then evaporated using nitrogen gas to form thin film. Non-entrapped NaFl was separated from Rh-PE probed liposomes using a filtration technique with Amicon® Ultra-0.5 centrifugal devices (Millipore Corporation, Billerica, MA, USA). The Rh-PE probed liposomes were added to an ultrafiltration tube with a molecular weight cutoff of 3,000 Da and centrifuged at 4°C at 14,000 × g for 30 minutes. The non-entrapped NaFl in the filtrate was removed. Then, the retentates device was turned upside down into a new concentrate collection tube and centrifuged at 4°C at 1,000 × g for 2 minutes to transfer the entrapped NaFl-loaded Rh-PE probed liposomes from the device to the tube. The obtained sample was immediately used for the skin penetration study.

The skin penetration study of the NaFl-loaded Rh-PE probed liposomes was performed using Franz diffusion cells under the same conditions as described in the skin permeation study. The donor compartment was placed with 150 µL of the entrapped NaFl-loaded Rh-PE probed liposomes. At 4 hours, each porcine skin was removed from diffusion cells, washed with PBS at least twice and stored at −20°C prior to the CLSM investigation.

To evaluate the skin penetration of liposomes between the follicular and nonfollicular regions, each treated skin was placed on a 22×50 mm cover slip (MENZEL-GLÄSER®,
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Braunschweig, Germany) and then visualized with the 10× objective lens of a inverted Zeiss LSM 510 META microscope (Carl Zeiss Meditec AG, Jena, Germany), equipped with a He-Ne 1 laser (excitation wavelength =543 nm, emission wavelength =580 nm), Ar laser (excitation wavelength =488 nm, emission wavelength =514 nm), and diode laser (excitation wavelength =358 nm, emission wavelength =461 nm) for Rh-PE, NaFl, and skin autofluorescence, respectively. These skin regions were scanned using a 20× objective lens to obtain x–z plane images, by which the laser could scan through the tissue to compare the skin penetration depths and fluorescence intensity of the entrapped drug and liposomes at the follicular and nonfollicular regions.

Data analysis
The cumulative amount of NaFl penetrating the skin per unit area was plotted as a function of time. The skin penetration parameter (flux) was determined from the slope of the linear portion. All data were statistically analyzed using Student’s t-test and analysis of variance. Differences of P<0.05 were considered statistically significant.

Results and discussion
Liposomal characterization
The average size of the liposomes ranged from 39 to 98 nm, with a narrow size distribution (polydispersity index <0.4) as shown in Table 2. The average size of the CLs was significantly larger than that of the ULs and ULs with terpenes. The average size of the ULs was significantly greater than that of the ULs with terpenes. There were no significant differences for the average size of the ULs with terpenes. These results indicate that the addition of Tween 20 and terpenes results in particle size reduction. Tasi et al39 reported that the surfactants exposed from the outer layer membrane increase the liposome particle curvature, while surfactants exposed to the inner leaflet do the opposite. Thus, we suggested that the decrease of liposomal size by terpenes may occur with the same mechanism as liposomal size reduction by surfactant addition. A reduction in liposomal size could possibly be attributed to a steric repulsion among terpenes molecules, which is exposed from the outer and inner bilayer membranes of liposomes. Addition of terpenes, therefore, reduced the liposomal size because there were more terpenes existing in the outer layer than in the inner bilayer membranes. The zeta potentials of all liposome formulations were negative (−4.7 to −13.2 mV). PC is a zwitterionic compound with an isoelectric point between 6 and 6.7.29 Under the study conditions (pH 7.4), in which the pH was higher than the isoelectric point, the PC vesicles had an overall negative charge. Several papers reported that non-ionic surfactant-loaded liposomes10 and invasomes17 (terpenes-loaded liposomes) exhibit negative zeta potential (~20 to ~30 mV and ~13 to ~14 mV, respectively) similar to our results. These negatively charged liposomal formulations also showed good physical and chemical stability, indicating that these particles had high zeta potential enough for electrostatic stabilization. Polydispersity index of all liposome formulations was less than 0.4 indicating a narrow size distribution of these liposomes.

Liposomal fluidity
Table 3 shows the ESR parameters ($T_1'$ and $\tau$) of the different liposomal formulations. The $T_1'$ obtained from the 5-DSA was used to detect the motional profiles near the polar head group of the phospholipid acyl chain, whereas the $\tau$ obtained from the 16-DSA was used to detect the motional profiles at the end of the lipophilic chain. The $T_1'$ of the ULs was significantly lower than that of the CLs, whereas the $\tau$ values were not significantly different between the CLs and the ULs. It is concluded that the addition of Tween 20 to the ULs did not increase the fluidity of the acyl chain near the hydrophobic region of the phospholipid bilayer; however, it increased the fluidity of the acyl chain near

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2 Characterization parameters of different liposomal formulations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liposomal formulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ULL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ULC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ULL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Each value represents the mean ± SD (n=3).

Abbreviations: CL, conventional liposomes; SD, standard deviation; UL, ultradeformable liposomes; ULC, UL with cineole; ULL, UL with geraniol; ULL, UL with d-limonene.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3 ESR parameters (maximum hyperfine splitting and rotational correlation time) and in vitro skin penetration parameter (flux) of each liposomal formulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Liposomal formulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ULL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ULC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ULL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Each value represents the mean ± SD (n=3).

Abbreviations: CL, conventional liposomes; ESR, electron spin resonance; SD, standard deviation; UL, ultradeformable liposomes; ULC, UL with cineole; ULL, UL with geraniol; ULL, UL with d-limonene.
the polar head group of the phospholipid bilayer. This result also indicates that Tween 20 molecules are localized near the polar head group of the liposomal bilayer. The $\tau_c$ of each ULs with different terpenes, ULL, ULC, and ULG, was significantly decreased compared to that of the ULs, whereas the $2T_\|'$ values of the ULs and ULs with terpenes were not significantly different. Therefore, terpenes increased the fluidity at the C16 atom of the phospholipid acyl chain of the vesicle bilayer. This result also indicates that terpene molecules are localized in the phospholipid acyl chain near the lipophilic region of the vesicle bilayer. Of the ULs with different terpenes (ULL, ULC, and ULG), the $2T_\|$ and $\tau_c$ values were not significantly different. We conclude that different types of monoterpenes incorporated in the ULs did not affect vesicle fluidity. Our findings are consistent with those of Dragicevic-Curic et al\textsuperscript{25} who showed that the addition of 1% terpene/terpene mixture to invasomes significantly increased the vesicle fluidity around the C16 atom of the phospholipid acyl chain.

In vitro skin penetration study

The flux of different liposomal formulations is shown in Table 3. The flux of NaFl from ULs was significantly higher than that of CLs. The flux of NaFl from ULs with different terpenes (ULL, ULC, and ULG) was significantly higher than that from ULs. The flux among ULL, ULC, and ULG was not significantly different.

Because the $2T_\|$ values between ULs and ULs with terpenes were not significantly different, $\tau_c$ was selected as a candidate of liposomal fluidity to assess the correlation between fluidity and skin penetration enhancement. From the results of flux and $\tau_c$ (Table 3), the flux of NaFl from ULs was significantly higher than that of CLs, whereas the $\tau_c$ of ULs was significantly lower than that of CLs. The flux of NaFl from ULs with different terpenes was significantly higher than that of ULs, whereas the $\tau_c$ of ULs with different terpenes was significantly lower than that of ULs. There were no significant differences for the flux of ULs with different terpenes, and their $\tau_c$ values were not significantly different. These results indicate that the decrease in $\tau_c$ correlated with the increase in NaFl flux. We conclude that the increase in liposomal fluidity results in increased skin penetration of NaFl. According to the invasome fluidity assessment using ESR by Dragicevic-Curic et al\textsuperscript{25} there was no direct correlation between invasome fluidity and skin penetration ability.

Molecular structure elucidation

The fluidity assessment using ESR elucidated the molecular structure of ULs with terpenes. From our results, the addition of Tween 20 increased the vesicle fluidity near the polar head group of the phospholipid bilayer. Tween 20 or polyoxyethylene (20) sorbitan monolaurate is a non-ionic surfactant consisting of a polyoxyethylene group as the hydrophilic portion and a hydrocarbon chain of lauric acid as the lipophilic portion. We hypothesize that Tween 20 molecules intercalated between the phospholipid molecules by turning their hydrophilic portion toward the phosphate group, as shown in Figure 3. For terpenes, there was an increase in vesicle fluidity near the C16 atom of the phospholipid acyl chain. Monoterpenes (d-limonene, cineole, and geraniol) added to ULs with different terpenes are small lipophilic molecules. Therefore, terpenes were localized near the end of the phospholipid acyl chain, as shown in Figure 3.

CLSM study

Our previous study\textsuperscript{19} found that UL with terpenes increased skin penetration by penetrating through the hair follicle as the primary penetration pathway. Therefore, we tested our hypothesis that ULs with terpenes increase the skin penetration of NaFl by enhancing the follicular penetration to bypass the stratum corneum. Three liposomal formulations were selected to study the follicular penetration enhancement. CLSM was used to visualize the skin penetration of the entrapped drug and liposomes between the near follicular and nonfollicular regions of CLs, ULs, and ULs with 1% cineole (as candidate ULs with terpenes) using a multifluorescence compound technique. Both skin penetration depths and fluorescence intensity were compared to evaluate the follicular penetration enhancement.

CLSM of skin treated with CLs

Top view images of sequential follicular and nonfollicular regions from the same skin tissue at 4 hours are shown in Figure 4A1 and B1, respectively. The marked areas of these images (Figure 4A1 and B1) were scanned to obtain the greatest penetration depths and fluorescence intensity of NaFl and CLs. The x–z plane serial optical images from different skin depths at the follicular and nonfollicular regions are shown in Figure 4A2 and B2. The merge of x–z plane serial optical images from different skin depths at the follicular and nonfollicular regions are shown in Figure 4A3 and B3, respectively. Both NaFl and CLs penetrate through the follicular region and the nonfollicular region with the same distance of only approximately 55 µm.

Figure 4C shows the fluorescence intensity of NaFl (green fluorescence) and CLs (red fluorescence) at different penetration depths from follicular and nonfollicular regions. The fluorescence intensity of NaFl at the follicular region was not different from the nonfollicular region. The fluorescence
intensity of Rh-PE was also not different between the follicular and nonfollicular regions. These results indicate that CLs penetrated through the follicular region to a similar extent as in the nonfollicular region.

**CLSM of skin treated with ULs**

Top view images of follicular and nonfollicular regions from the same skin tissue at 4 hours are shown in Figure 5A1 and B1, respectively. The marked areas of these images (Figure 5A1 and B1) were scanned to obtain the greatest penetration depths and fluorescence intensity of NaFl and ULs. The x–z plane serial optical images from different skin depths at the follicular and nonfollicular regions are shown in Figure 5A2 and B2, respectively. The merge of x–z plane serial optical images from different skin depths at the follicular and nonfollicular regions are shown in Figure 5A3 and B3, respectively. Both NaFl and ULs penetrated through the follicular region and the nonfollicular region with the same distance of approximately 75 µm.

Figure 5C shows the fluorescence intensity of NaFl (green fluorescence) and ULs (red fluorescence) at different penetration depths from follicular and nonfollicular regions. The fluorescence intensity of NaFl at the nonfollicular region was greater than the follicular region in the beginning distance (0–30 µm). However, for the other distance (30–115 µm), the fluorescence intensity of NaFl was not different between the follicular and nonfollicular regions. The fluorescence intensity of Rh-PE was not different between the follicular and nonfollicular regions. Our results indicate that ULs penetrated through the follicular region to a similar extent as the nonfollicular region.

**CLSM of skin treated with ULs with 1% cineole**

Top view images of follicular and nonfollicular regions from the same skin tissue are shown in Figure 6A1 and B1, respectively. The marked areas of these images (Figure 6A1 and B1) were scanned to obtain the greatest penetration depths and fluorescence intensity of NaFl-loaded ULs with 1% cineole labeled Rh-PE. The gallery of x–z plane serial optical images from different skin depths at follicular and nonfollicular regions is shown in Figure 6A2 and B2, respectively. The merge of x–z plane serial optical images from different skin depths at the follicular and nonfollicular regions are shown in Figure 6A3 and B3, respectively. NaFl and liposomes penetrated to 90 µm in both follicular and nonfollicular regions.

Figure 6C shows the fluorescence intensity of NaFl (green fluorescence) and liposomes (red fluorescence) at different penetration depths from the follicular and nonfollicular regions. The fluorescence intensity of NaFl between the follicular and nonfollicular regions was not different. However, the fluorescence intensity of Rh-PE at the follicular region was greater than the nonfollicular region.
Figure 4 CLSM images of skin treated with CLs.

Notes: (A1 and B1) The x–y plane serial follicular and nonfollicular localization of porcine skin treated with NaFl-loaded Rh-PE-labeled CLs at 4 hours. The scale bar represents 100 µm. (A2 and B2) The serial x–z plane magnification of the marked area from the follicular and nonfollicular regions at different skin depths using a 20× objective lens. The scale bar represents 50 µm. (A3 and B3) The intensity over projection of z–axis images of A2 and B2, respectively. The scale bar represents 50 µm. The blue, green, and red fluorescence are the autofluorescence, NaFl, and Rh-PE, respectively. (C) Comparison of fluorescence intensity profiles of NaFl and Rh-PE at different skin depths of A2 (♦, NaFl; □, Rh-PE) and B2 (▲, NaFl; ◆, Rh-PE).

Abbreviations: AU, arbitrary unit; CLs, conventional liposomes; CLSM, confocal laser scanning microscopy; NaFl, sodium fluorescein; Rh-PE, rhodamine B 1,2-dihexadecanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine triethylammonium salt.
Figure 5 CLSM images of skin treated with ULs.
Notes: (A1 and B1) The x–y plane serial follicular and nonfollicular localization of porcine skin treated with NaFl-loaded Rh-PE-labeled UL at 4 hours. The scale bar represents 100 µm. (A2 and B2) The serial x–z plane magnification of the marked area from the follicular and nonfollicular regions at different skin depths using a 20× objective lens. The scale bar represents 50 µm. (A3 and B3) The intensity over projection of the z-axis images of A2 and B2, respectively. The scale bar represents 50 µm. The blue, green, and red fluorescence are the autofluorescence, NaFl, and Rh-PE, respectively. (C) Comparison of the fluorescence intensity profiles of NaFl and Rh-PE at different skin depths of A2 (♦, NaFl; ▲, Rh-PE) and B2 (♦, NaFl; ●, Rh-PE).
Abbreviations: AU, arbitrary unit; CLSM, confocal laser scanning microscopy; NaFl, sodium fluorescein; Rh-PE, rhodamine B 1,2-dihexadecanoyl-sn-glycerol-3-phosphoethanolamine triethylammonium salt; ULs, ultraformable liposomes.
Figure 6. CLSM images of skin treated with ULs with 1% cineole.

Notes: (A1 and B1) The x–y plane serial follicular and nonfollicular localization of porcine skin treated with NaFl-loaded Rh-PE-labeled ULs with 1% cineole at 4 hours. The scale bar represents 100 μm. (A2 and B2) The serial x–z plane magnification of the marked area from the follicular and nonfollicular regions at different skin depths using a 20× objective lens. The scale bar represents 50 μm. (A3 and B3) The intensity over projection of z-axis images of A2 and B2, respectively. The scale bar represents 50 μm. The blue, green, and red fluorescence are the autofluorescence, NaFl, and Rh-PE, respectively. (C) Comparison of the fluorescence intensity profiles of NaFl and Rh-PE at different skin depths of A2 (♦, NaFl; ■, Rh-PE) and B2 (▲, NaFl; ●, Rh-PE).

Abbreviations: AU, arbitrary unit; CLSM, confocal laser scanning microscopy; NaFl, sodium fluorescein; Rh-PE, rhodamine B 1,2-dihexadecanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoethanolamine triethylammonium salt; ULs, ultradeformable liposomes.
was significantly higher than the nonfollicular region, particularly at penetration depths of 20–60 µm, indicating that ULSs with 1% cineole penetrated through the follicular region more than the nonfollicular region. Three skin penetration pathways were proposed, intercellular, transcellular, and the transappendageal or transfollicular pathway. 31 To overcome the stratum corneum barrier, follicular penetration is considered an effective penetration pathway because this pathway can bypass the stratum corneum to the dermis. ULSs with 1% cineole increased the skin penetration of NaFl by penetrating via the follicular pathway.

The fluorescence intensity of NaFl in Figure 6A2 and B2 was lower than in Figure 5A2 and B2. This difference may be a result of the different vesicle release rates in the skin tissue. These CLSM studies reveal that the increase in skin penetration of NaFl from ULSs with terpenes was caused by the selective follicular penetration of vesicles.

Conclusion
These studies revealed that the liposomal fluidity correlated with the skin penetration enhancement of the entrapped drug. The increase in liposomal fluidity resulted in the skin penetration enhancement of NaFl. Based on the ESR study, the addition of Tween 20 resulted in vesicle fluidity at the C5 atom of the phospholipid acyl chain, indicating that Tween 20 molecules were localized near the hydrophilic portion of the phospholipid bilayer. Terpenes, which were incorporated in ULSs, induced liposomal fluidity at the C16 atom of the phospholipid acyl chain, indicating that terpene molecules were localized near the lipophilic region of the phospholipid bilayer. The CLSM study shows that the mechanism of skin penetration enhancement of NaFl from ULSs with terpenes occurred because of an increase in the follicular penetration of phospholipid vesicles.
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